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11 thousand free meal for
MASTUL Foundation's 11th
Anniversary 

On the occasion of the 11th anniversary of
MASTUL Foundation, a free day meal will
be distributed to the needy from Mastul
Mehmankhana for the whole month. This
initiative is for 11,000 low-income people
who cannot eat at noon due to lack of
money.

Teachers' Day at MASTUL School
A heartfelt tribute to the educators

An illustration of love,
care, and compassion 

Distributing Food Packs 
to the hardworking heroes

On  Teachers' Day, 
we celebrated the heroes who teach, inspire, and change
lives. It was the day to express our gratitude to the
remarkable educators for their massive contribution to
the nation.

MASTUL Founder and Executive
Director is distributing food packs to

orphans and helpless senior citizens.

MASTUL Foundation's volunteers carry
the message of love and care, delivering
food packs to street labourers. Each
meal is a testament to their unwavering
commitment to making lives better.



MASTUL Foundation empowered the
marginalized community from Feni
and Comilla
Hundreds of people from Feni and Comilla are now dreaming of
overcoming poverty under the MASTUL’s Empowerment initiative.
They got sewing machines, cash assistance, and other logistic
support to become self-reliant.

Students of MASTUL School celebrated 
“World Handwashing Day”

Students at MASTUL School enthusiastically
celebrated -
"World Handwashing Day" with a unique twist.
The MASTUL Foundation organized an engaging
awareness event, educating young minds on the
significance of regular handwashing in a fun
and memorable way.

JANN Group Supports
MASTUL's Meritorious
Students
JANN Group provides educational
stationaries to the meritious students
of the MASTUL Foundation. Students
were very delighted after getting these
unwavering gifts. This token of love will
play a pivotal role in nurturing these
young minds for a brighter future.


